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Abstract— The increase in automobiles and road facility 

especially in developing cities in India has resulted in an 

increasing the number of accidents which most of them are 

avoidable with some primary precautions. Road Accident 

Prevention System is providing guideline for drivers so that 

possible accident will not take place in real time. The accident 

prevention system provides an android application through 

which user will interact with system. When any user is found 

near to dangerous location, he will be notified with audio 

precaution message. The precaution message is created with 

the help of dataset containing all previous data regarding 

incident, there actual location and causes due to that incident 

in past. The KNN algorithm is used to find the near location 

with any record of incident from the dataset. Since the 

prevention system is providing necessary precautions before 

entering into the accidental area the possibility of actual 

accident is reduced. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

As we all know that ‘Precaution is always better than cure’ 

and we can get benefits of this statement is real time by taking 

required precaution while driving. Road accidents are serious 

issues, which can possibly cause injuries, disabilities and 

even fatalities. Definitely if we take necessary preventions 

while driving the accident happing chances will reduce 

automatically.  

 Many of accidents are caused may be of driver’s 

fault. At present there are only records of all accidents, 

number of deaths in respective and with the cause of accident. 

These records are just stored but not utilized in proper way in 

order to reduce the source of these records. Many mobile 

applications are developed but they play roll actively after 

accident takes place in real time. [9] 

 We can use this dumped data of accidents in order 

to find out the main reasons that are responsible for increasing 

only the record count. If those reasons are able to provide us 

basic get reduced. Hence, we can develop a software system 

that uses and provide necessary precaution before entering in 

accidental zone. 

A. Need of Project 

Many of the application with road accident as their main 

concept are developed such that they come into picture after 

the actual accident happens. Many off the projects are such 

that they inform the nearest rescue resources, hospitals, 

automatically contacts the family members and near ones. All 

these activities happen when any vehicle meets an accident in 

real world. Many times, causes of accident are seem to be 

same at same place. We can make a try to avoid same kind of 

driving mistakes while passing the same place where number 

of accidents were happened due to similar kind of driving 

mistakes. If driver get an idea about the precaution need to be 

taken while enriching the area where accidents were found in 

past, there are chances that some extra care will be taken by 

the driver while crossing the dangerous zone. If this happens, 

we can make a step to avoid the accident before actually 

taking place in real. [10] 

II. RELATED WORK 

This section includes the work done related to data collection 

of accidental information, how the collected data is stored, 

attribute specification, data extraction etc.  

 DipoT.Akomolafe,” Using Data Mining Technique 

to Predict Cause of Accident- and Accident-Prone Locations 

on Highways”, as per the accident is concern many of thecost 

of deaths and injuries due to traffic accidents has a great 

impact on society. In recent years, researchers have paid a 

great attention at determining the factor that significantly 

affects accident severity in traffic system. [1] 

 Sreenithy Chandran, “An Internet of Things (IoT) 

based Smart Helmet for Accident Detection and 

Notification”, an integrated network of sensors, Wi-

Fienabled processor, and cloud computing infrastructures 

areutilized to build the smart helmet for accident detection 

andnotification. The helmet is designed to detect an accident 

andimmediately alert emergency contacts.A tri-axial 

accelerometer, GPS, and microcontroller arepresent on the 

helmet helps to detect the accident and notify the emergency 

helps.[2] 

 S.Shanthi, R.Geetha Ramani,  ” Feature Relevance 

Analysis and Classification of Road Traffic Accident Data 

through Data Mining Techniques”, as there are many 

algorithms to extract required results from dataset. Accidental 

records are to divided based on patterns of the accidents, 

number of injured and many more attributes. The 

comparisons between these algorithms are done with 

considering more appropriate attributes. [3] 

 KengaMosoti Derdus1, “A Mobile Solution for 

Road Accident Data Collection”, it is very important to have 

the accurate dataset of the accidental incidents with all its 

attribute (like location, type of vehicle, number of injuries 

etc.) to extract required information in future. There are 

multiple mobile applications developed that helps to collect 

this accidental information with accuracy. These applications 

also provide emergency contact service for help.[4] 

 Mbachu, C. B., “A VEHICULAR ACCIDENT 

DETECTION AND AVOIDANCE SYSTEM FOR 

PROTECTING PASSENGERS AND VEHICLES”, the 

system of Robust Sensors and Actuators coupled to a Rugged 

Microprocessor to achieve a Low Cost but highly reliable 

Vehicular Accident Detection and Avoidance System using 

Ultrasonic Sensors installed in the front end of the vehicle. 

[8] 
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 In 2016 people who lost their lives in road accidents 

were from younger age group of 18-35 age years. Not only 

driving with high speed, under the influence of alcohol, 

driving without helmet are responsible for deaths in accidents 

but also poor condition of roads, poor road designs and 

engineering also results in death. These small reasons which 

are avoidable costs to lives of many.[9] 

III. SYSTEM WORKING 

Road Accident Prevention System works with two main parts 

one for user’sinteraction with the server and another with all 

server-side operations in order to provide specified services 

to each and every user connected to the system. 

A. Client-Side GUI: 

GUI provide platform for continues communication with the 

system. This relates with the mobile android platform, from 

where various user will able to establish link between user 

and server. The very first part of the user side interface is the 

authentication of the user as shown in system architecture in 

Fig 1. That is to provide the well-functioning user interface 

on user mobile devices. A module from this interface will 

share user’s location with server. Finally provide traffic 

details to user using mapand accident prevention data with 

the help. User can check real time traffic on map and also 

system will provide accident prevention alerts to the user. 

User can also add latest incident details to the system dataset 

so that another user can take benefit of that data and system 

will get updated continuously.  

B. Server-Side Data mining and Analysis: 

As user is going to share his location with server, server will 

compare user’s latest location with the accidental data set. 

Data mining of nearest accidental location is done from the 

previously collected data using KNN algorithm. Also, it 

provides the real time traffic details to the user using Bing 

traffic API. 

1) Finding Incident details from dataset: 

User GUI helps to share user’s location (longitude and 

latitude) continues with the help of the thread. System gets 

user location continuously after a specific time. As server gets 

the location, server searches for the nearest accidental 

location in the accidental dataset of system. The KNN 

algorithm is used to find the user nearest incident record. 

 
Fig. 1: Road Accident Prevention System architecture 

 There may be various records for one geological 

location with multiple incident records and with different 

reasons for the accidents happened in past. In order to provide 

one best precaution message to user we take one with 

maximum count and threshold of the incident. Count and the 

threshold value are used to get single incident record form 

dataset. 

IV. KNN CLASSIFICATION 

The KNN is the fundamental and simplest classification 

technique when there is little or no prior knowledge about the 

distribution of the data. This rule simply retains the entire 

training set during learning and assigns to each query a class 

represented by the majority label of its k-nearest neighbor in 

the training set. The Nearest Neighbor rule (NN) is the 

simplest form of KNN when K = 1. In this method each 

sample should be classified similarly to its surrounding 

samples. Therefore, if the classification of a sample is 

unknown, then it could be predicted by considering the 

classification of its nearest neighbor samples.  

A. KNN Algorithm: 

The performance of a KNN classifier is primarily determined 

by the choice of K as well as the distance metric applied. The 

estimate is affected by the sensitivity of the selection of the 

neighborhood size K, because the radius of the local region is 

determined by the distance of the Kth nearest neighbor to the 

query and different K yields different conditional class 

probabilities. If K is very small, the local estimate tends to be 

very poor owing to the data sparseness and the noisy, 

ambiguous or mislabeled points. In order to further smooth 

the estimate, we can increase K and take into account a large 

region around the query. 

for all the unknown samples UnSample(i)  

 for all the known samples Sample(j)    

  compute the distance between UnSamples(i) and Sample(j)   

end for 

  find the k smallest distances 

 locate the corresponding samples Sample(j1),..,Sample(jk)  

 assign UnSample(i) to the class which appears more 

frequently  

end for 

 How to select a suitable neighborhood size K is a 

key issue that largely affects the classification performance 

of KNN. As for KNN, the small training sample size can 

greatly affect the selection of the optimal neighborhood size 

K and the degradation of the classification performance of 

KNN is easily produced by the sensitivity of the selection 

ofK. [12] 

B. K-Nearest Neighbor Predictions: 

KNN prediction is the average of the K nearest 

neighbors’outcome:   

𝑦 = 

1 𝐾 

𝑦𝑖𝑘𝑖=1 

 Where yi is the ith case of the examples sample and 

y is the prediction (outcome) of the query point 

 KNN predictions are based on a voting scheme in 

which the winner is used to label the query.  So far, we have 

discussed KNN analysis without paying any attention to the 
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relative distance of the K nearest examples to the query point. 

In other words, we let the K neighborshave equal influence 

on predictions irrespective of their relative distance from the 

query point. An alternative approach is to use arbitrarily large 

values of K (if not the entire prototype sample) with more 

importance given to cases closest to the query point. This is 

achieved using so-called 'distance weighting. 

C. Algorithm frame work: 

It searches through database for events that are similar to the 

predicted event to gain the target value. The method contains 

four steps:  

1) Establishment of database: As the duration of different 

types of accidents should be significantly different, we 

set three kinds characters of incidents: breakdown, lost-

load, accident. 

2) Calibration of the distance metric: the matching degree 

of predicted data and the data from database determines 

the distance between the them. 

3) Establishment of K-nearest-neighbor matching model: 

According to the features of the traffic events, the 

distance metric and nearest neighbor matching mode, K 

nearest neighbors of the predicted event can be found. 

4) Calibration of the prediction function: The K data would 

be used as the input value of the weighted prediction 

function and the output value of that function is the target 

value, namely the predicted incident duration. 

 
Fig. 2: How KNN works in Road Accident Prevention 

System 

D. Bing traffic service integration (API): 

Traffic data is available in 35 countries and Bing Maps 

provides it in two different ways; as individual incident data 

points and as color coded roads based on traffic flow. Traffic 

flow data can be displayed on top of Bing Maps, is updated 

every 15 minutes and changes the colors of roads based on 

how fast or slow the traffic is relative to the speed limit of the 

roads. Additionally, Bing Maps also provides services to 

retrieve traffic incident information such as planned road 

closures, construction and traffic accidents. 

V. WORK FLOW OF THE SYSTEM 

From start to end flow of the system is mainly partitioned into 

three phases, first Registration and Authentication of user, 

second Location staring of the user and third Working of 

Prevention logic and traffic. The flow of system is illustrated 

by the following fig, Fig.3. Flow Chart. 

A. Registration and Authentication of user, 

As user opens the android user interface he needs to login or 

register (basically for new users). If the login is successful 

system flows further or comes to start of the system when 

fails to authenticate. This is shown in very first state of flow 

chart. 

B. Location staring of the user, 

Continues location sharing of the user is main process of the 

system. This is running unless and until user does not log out 

from the system. The middle part of the above flow chart 

indicates this working. 

 
Fig. 3: Flow chart 

C. Working of Prevention logic and traffic, 

Here the flow of the system gets divided into two flows, one 

goes for the accident prevention logic and second for the 

request for live traffic near the user location. 

 In first flow system’s server checks for any incident 

entry within specified range in the accident dataset. If any 

incident is found an appropriate audio message is sent t0 user. 

This process continues until user explicitly stops the process. 

 While in second flow of system, a map of user 

location and nearby traffic is shown on user interface device. 
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This includes the traffic on routes near the user. This whole 

scenario is illustrated in last conditional part of the flowchart. 

VI. DATASET 

A. Type if Incident 

There are multiple reasons that can cause an accident. This 

reason for any kind of accident may be natural or manmade 

action. As accident prevention system need to consider all 

these types of incident, we classified these reasons into group.  

The accidental dataset of the system consists of the following 

main reasons of the accident causes. These types consist of 

both manmade activities and natural causes that had resulted 

into accident. Based on these eleven main causes of the 

accidents every entry in the database is divided and stored. 

 Following table (Table 1. Types of Incident) holds 

those eleven types of incident, on which dataset holds all 

records. These incidents are stored with specific unique 

identification number that are further referred to save the 

actual accidental data.[13] 

Sr. No Type of Incident 

1. Accident 

2. Congestion 

3. Disabled Vehicle 

4. Road Hazard 

5. Mass Transit 

6. Weather 

7. Planned Event 

8. Alert 

9. Construction 

10. Miscellaneous 

11. Other News 

Table 1: Type of Incident- Eleven groups of incidents that 

leads to main reason for any accident to take place  

B. Incident Impact Types 

The actual accident causes lead to an actual impact in real life. 

The output of an accident caused due to similar reason may 

cause different level of impact i.e. it can be serious some time 

or minor at some other time. To handle this kind of situations 

where same kind of accident reason results into different level 

of impacts, this incident impact is stored with each and every 

accident entry in dataset. Following table (Table 2. Incident 

impact types)shows four impact used by the accident 

prevention system. A threshold value holding count of the 

impacts is used to get the most possible reason and impact of 

an accident at particular location.[13]  

Sr. No Incident Impact 

1. Low 

2. Minor 

3. Moderate 

4. Serious 

Table 2: Incident impact types- Final cause of any accident 

results into one of the ranges mentioned above. 

VII. PROPOSED SYSTEM  

The current system provides an android user interface from 

where multiple user can the Accident prevention system. 

Following are some snapshots of the user interface.  

A. Login and Verification 

Very first screen of the system is the “Login”. Where user 

logs in with the help of email and password. For new users 

“Registration” is to be done. The fields required for 

registration are shown in fig. If any invalid login is found an 

error message is shown as per the fig shown below. 

   
(a)   (b) 

Fig. 4: Login to the system, (a) New user Registration, (b) 

Invalid login error message 

1) Menu  

From this menus user can easily access different services 

provided by the system. Home Menu is used to move to home 

from any service. Checking of traffic is accessible through 

“Check Live Traffic Map” menu. As user choses this menu a 

map with nearby traffic is shown, the traffic details views are 

listed further. 

 “Add incident Manually” this is an important menu 

of system where user himself can an accident entry. User gets 

his current location, type of incident and impact of that 

incident, and have to save the entry so that dataset can store 

the incident entry.  

2) Alert message 

“Get Incident Details If Any”, this menu is use to access the 

Accident Prevention Login. As user starts using this service 

his location is shared with server continuously and whenever 

any incident is detectedaudio alert is provided by server. The 

audio message is like “Alert alert, Construction Incident is 

recorded and there is huge traffic ahead in 400m”. 

3) Traffic Details 

As user selects the “Check Live Traffic Map” a map of user’s 

current location is shown on screen. This map is of two types 

Road view and Aerial View. Following figures shows both 

road and aerial view of traffic map. The traffic on loads are 

shown with the help of color codes.  
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Fig. 5: Menu bar of the user interface, from where all 

services are accessible 

   
(a)      (b) 

Fig. 6: Add Incident Manually, (a) user can explicitly add 

any incident to dataset, (b) User fielded incident record is 

saved to dataset 

   
(a)      (b) 

Fig. 7: Incident prevention service, (a) Verifying current 

location for any incident in past, (b) Automatic incident 

detection while driving 

   
(a)    (b) 

Fig. 8: Live Traffic Checking Map, (a) Road View of the 

map, (b) aerial view of the map showing traffic near the user 

VIII. ADVANTAGES 

1) Use of Previously collected data, there are multiple 

systems that is used to collect the various accident 

details. But this information is just stored and used for 

analysis purpose. The Accident prevention system uses 

this stored information in order to guide other users. 

2) No need to read Instruction boards on road, since audio 

of required instructions is provided by the system. 

3) Since user (driver) is aware of the accidental area 

chances of meeting with any accident are reduced. 

4) As user (driver) gets alert message (instruction to follow 

in accidental region) before actually entering in 

dangerous zone, user can make appropriate move in 

actual.  

5) System does not store any kind of user information (like 

user’s last location, personal details). Hence user privacy 

and security are hold by the system. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

Accidental information which was just dumped in database 

will get into use through this system. The collected data will 

not get wasted just by adding information. The appropriate 

use of that productive information is to alert the drivers to do 

not repeat such accident causing actions, that were happened 

in past and gave rise to such information. Also, the time 

management of whole journey with the help of live traffic is 

also provided through this system. The statement “Precaution 

is better than cure” will once again found very true by the use 

of this system. 
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